
Contact person: Help desk (contact centre) / Phone: 6259 100 / E-mail: klienditugi@stat.ee Postal address: Vabaduse
plats 2, 71020 Viljandi

Statistical activity: 21107

Instructions on checks: Labour disputes (strikes and lockouts)

Code of the questionnaire: 10872019                    Is submitted: after the labour dispute

Periodicity:  Monthly
p. 1/2

A field with a grey background has been automatically filled online. The data in this field cannot be changed, they are visible after saving.

Variable data type controls

No Code of variable Name of variable Type of data control Type of error
1 LF_001_1 Working time lost due to a strike Vigane number Major
2 LF_001_1 Working time lost due to a strike Väärtus peab olema

positiivne
Major

3 LF_001_1 Working time lost due to a strike Väärtuses liiga vähe
komakohti

Major

4 LF_002_1 Number of employees involved in a strike Vigane täisarv Major
5 LF_002_1 Number of employees involved in a strike Väärtus peab olema

positiivne
Major

6 LF_003_1 Working time lost due to a lockout Vigane number Major
7 LF_003_1 Working time lost due to a lockout Väärtus peab olema

positiivne
Major

8 LF_003_1 Working time lost due to a lockout Väärtuses liiga vähe
komakohti

Major

9 LF_004_1 Number of employees who did not work due to a
lockout

Vigane täisarv Major

10 LF_004_1 Number of employees who did not work due to a
lockout

Väärtus peab olema
positiivne

Major

11 LF_005_1 Number of normal hours of work per employee Vigane number Major
12 LF_005_1 Number of normal hours of work per employee Väärtus peab olema

positiivne
Major

13 LF_005_1 Number of normal hours of work per employee Väärtuses liiga vähe
komakohti

Major

14 LUBA_AVALD Consent of the respondent to publish data Vigane raadionupu väärtus Major
15 TAITMISEAEGMINUTI

T
Number of minutes spent on completing the
questionnaire and collecting and preparing the
necessary data

Vigane täisarv Major

16 TAITMISEAEGMINUTI
T

Number of minutes spent on completing the
questionnaire and collecting and preparing the
necessary data

Väärtus peab olema
positiivne

Major

17 TAITMISEAEGTUNDI Number of hours spent on completing the
questionnaire and collecting and preparing the
necessary data

Vigane täisarv Major

18 TAITMISEAEGTUNDI Number of hours spent on completing the
questionnaire and collecting and preparing the
necessary data

Väärtus peab olema
positiivne

Major

Controls

No Control
ID

Controlled variables Control formula Clarification of control Type of error Type of error

1 1658 Number of employees
involved in a strike, Working
time lost due to a lockout,
Working time lost due to a
strike, Number of
employees who did not
work due to a lockout,
Number of normal hours of
work per employee

KUI({LF_001_1}>0 JA
{LF_002_1}>0),
SIIS({LF_003_1}=0 JA
{LF_004_1}=0 JA
{LF_005_1}>0)

Rows 1, 2 and 5 should
be filled in
simultaneously, and
rows 3 and 4 should be
equal to zero.

Tabelipõhine Major

2 1659 Working time lost due to a
lockout, Number of
employees involved in a
strike, Working time lost due
to a strike, Number of
employees who did not
work due to a lockout,
Number of normal hours of
work per employee

KUI({LF_003_1}>0 JA
{LF_004_1}>0),
SIIS({LF_001_1}=0 JA
{LF_002_1}=0 JA
{LF_005_1}>0)

Rows 3, 4 and 5 should
be filled in
simultaneously, and
rows 1 and 2 should be
equal to zero.

Tabelipõhine Major

3 1663 Number of employees ({LF_001_1}=0 JA If you have filled in the Tabelipõhine Major
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involved in a strike, Working
time lost due to a strike

{LF_002_1}=0) VÕI
({LF_001_1}>0 JA
{LF_002_1}>0)

working time lost due to
a strike, also fill in the
number of employees
involved in a strike.

4 1664 Working time lost due to a
lockout, Number of
employees who did not
work due to a lockout

({LF_003_1}=0 JA
{LF_004_1}=0) VÕI
({LF_003_1}>0 JA
{LF_004_1}>0)

If you have filled in the
working time lost due to
a lockout, also fill in the
number of employees
who did not work due to
a lockout.

Tabelipõhine Major

5 20450 Number of minutes spent on
completing the
questionnaire and collecting
and preparing the
necessary data

{TAITMISEAEGMINU
TIT}<=59

Maximum permitted
value is 59 minutes.
Time exceeding 60
minutes shall be
indicated in hours and
minutes.

Tabelipõhine Major

6 20451 Number of hours spent on
completing the
questionnaire and collecting
and preparing the
necessary data, Number of
minutes spent on
completing the
questionnaire and collecting
and preparing the
necessary data

{TAITMISEAEGTUND
I}+{TAITMISEAEGMI
NUTIT}>0

Indication of time spent
on questionnaire
completion is
mandatory, the sum of
hours and minutes must
exceed 0.

Tabelipõhine Major

7 20452 Number of hours spent on
completing the
questionnaire and collecting
and preparing the
necessary data

{TAITMISEAEGTUND
I}<=999

Maximum permitted
value is 999 hours.

Tabelipõhine Major


